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Is the Internet a regulated / 
regulatable space?



What is “the Internet”?



Ted Stevens











A better definition?

“A global network, connecting 

millions of computers”



Is the Internet regulated?





“You have no sovereignty where we 
gather.”



“Anyone … may express his or her 
beliefs … without fear of being coerced 

into silence or conformity.”



“Your legal concepts of property … do 
not apply to us.”















“Code is law”

What is meant by this?





Introduction to 
encryption



Keeping secrets
• Encryption is about secrets and privacy.


• Secrets are something you don’t want other 
people to know, or to be able to find out.


• Encrypted communications usually means 
only two people need to know - the sender 
and the recipient. We’ll assume that for now.


• But it can mean encrypted data stored on a 
computer. Even so, specific people need to 
know and nobody else must be able to.


• Encryption is the technical means to 
keep those secrets



Building blocks
These technical means involve several simple 
building blocks which we’ll cover.


• Encrypting: Turning something you can read in 
to something you cannot - putting it in to a 
crypt!


• Decrypting: Turning the encrypted thing back 
in to something you can read.


• Signing and identity: How can you trust 
anything or anyone?


There are many details that exist behind the 
scenes too, hashing algorithms, encryption 
algorithms, protocols, etc. We don’t cover these.



Symmetric encryption
• Encryption systems use a key to encrypt and 

decrypt the information.


• With symmetric encryption the same key 
does both, so both parties need the (same) 
key. The key is a shared secret.


• A simple substitution cipher swaps letters for 
another - a very old idea. And example is 
ROT13 moving 13 places. The key is simply 
the number “13” saying how many places to 
shift.


• “Meet by the bridge” becomes:-


• “Zrrg ol gur oevqtr”



Do not use ROT13
• Fine for a joke. Not fine for security!


• For any symmetric encryption you have to work out how 
to get the key to the other end.


• ROT13 does, however, show that encryption does not 
have to be heavy duty maths!


• Ironically, the most secure encryption is something called 
a one time pad which is letter substitution but with a 
different, random, adjustment for each letter in the 
message. It cannot be cracked!


• The problem is that the random key is as big as the 
message, and must never be reused.


• Is one time pad really “perfect” though?



Nothing is perfect
• Encryption is not perfect and not 

uncrackable.


• ROT13 is pretty simple to crack, and “double 
ROT13” is even easier.


• But even proper encryption systems are not 
actually uncrackable. It is an arms race…


• What matters is that, with the resources of an 
attacker, cracking it would take longer than 
the usefulness of the encrypted message. 
Obviously we aim higher.


• But even a one time pad, which is “perfect” 
can be cracked using “other means”…



www.xkcd.com/538 Randall Munroe

http://www.xkcd.com/538


Solving the “key” problem
• With symmetric encryption you have to get 

the key to the other person somehow.


• You have to keep the keys secret!


• If you can do that, then surely you can just 
get them the secret message somehow?


• It is slightly better as you can pass keys in 
advance, and provide a whole stack of keys 
to use for years ahead. Perhaps face to face.


• But there is another way - asymmetric 
encryption, where a different key is used to 
encrypt and decrypt.

No, not my house keys, sorry… :-)



Public Key Encryption
• A pair of keys are created that work together. The maths is 

complicated, do not worry - it works.


• One is public and so can be published. Everyone in the world 
is allowed to see it.


• One is private and must be kept secret. You cannot work out 
the private key from the public key.


• Only one person needs to hold the private key. Big advantage!


• You encrypt a message with the public key. Because it is 
public anyone can make an encrypted message.


• The recipient decrypts it with their private key. Only they can 
decrypt the message as only they have that key!


• The private key usually has a password, or other security, as 
well - even physically locked in a device (smartcards!).

Yes, a 3D print of an ABS key does work!



Alice and Bob
Crypto scientists use a pretty standard set of “characters”, and 
tell stories with them - meet Alice and Bob…


• Let’s say Alice wants to send Bob a secret message…


• Before hand, Bob has made a public / private key pair, and 
published his public key.


• Alice finds Bob’s public key somehow (on the Internet?).


• Alice encrypts her message with Bob’s public key.


• She sends it to Bob.


• Nobody cares if someone sees that message as it is 
encrypted. Mallory in the middle cannot see the content.


• Bob decrypts the message with his private key.

www.xkcd.com/1323 Randall Munroe

http://www.xkcd.com/1323


Signatures
• Having separate keys also works the other way around…


• If you encrypt something using the private key, then 
everyone in the world can decrypt it using the public key.


• Why is this useful? Everyone can read it?


• If you send a message, and encrypt it with your private 
key as well, then everyone can decrypt it and check it 
matches.


• Any change to the message won’t match the signature.


• They know only you (or someone with your private key) 
could have encrypted it.


• So you have signed the message!



Signing and encrypting
• It makes a lot of sense to do both.


• Let’s say Alice also made public / private key pair and 
published her public key as well.


• Alice signs a message. That means encrypting that with 
her private key.


• Alice encrypts the message using Bob’s public key so 
only he can decrypt it.


• When Bob gets it, he can decode the message with his 
private key.


• He can then check it matches the signature using 
Alice’s public key so he knows it really came from Alice.



Identity
• Even public key encryption and signing has problems.


• How does Alice know that Bob’s public key, that she 
found on the Internet is actually the key Bob made and 
published?


• How does Bob know the message is really from Alice?


• How does she know that the person with which she 
has been communicating is the “Bob” she thinks he is 
anyway. Is “Bob” his real name even? What is a “real” 
name?


• This is not just a technical question, it is a much bigger 
question of identity and law.


• But there are ways to try and manage this…



Approaches to identity
• Trusted central authority 

• In “real life” we use things like passport office, DVLA, banks.


• In computing we use “certificate authorities”. Your operating 
system or browser will have hundreds of them, and you trust them 
to verify the identity of secure web sites, for example. How many 
are compromised by criminals, or foreign governments (or even 
ours)?


• Web / chain of trust 

• Using signatures, public keys can be signed by other people, so if 
Alice trusts Bob trusts Charlie, then Alice can trust Charlie, maybe. 
You can end up with a scoring system based on signatures.


• Or good old fashion face to face “I am me!” logic… 

• I put a key fingerprint on my business cards!



Middle man
• We can see how Alice and Bob can 

communicate secrets. Alice encrypts using 
Bob’s public key, and Bob decrypts using 
his private key. Nobody in the middle can 
see the secret message.


• But often we use middle men for 
convenience. This is where things like 
WhatsApp and iMessage come in. Here we 
are trusting an app provider and an agent 
in the middle with our communications.


• Messages could be secret “end to end” or 
they could just be secret to and from the 
middle man? How do we know?

• Consider that you have to trust someone if 
you did not actually write the app yourself. 
Even if a provider says it is “end to end 
encrypted” is it? They could even change it 
later, or just for your messages!


• In some cases it comes down to: Do you 
trust the app developer more than criminals, 
or your own government? Tricky…



PGP / GnuPG
• We do not have to use middle men!


• Criminals do not have to use middle men! 

• There are applications, which are open source, so 
you can see how they work if you want. 
Importantly everyone can see how they work, so 
they cannot hide secret back doors without being 
found out.


• You can use PGP or GnuPG to encrypt files, and 
manage encrypted emails. I use Thunderbird, with 
enigmail plugin, and it allows me to easily manage 
encrypting, decrypting, and signing of emails.


• With no middle man - who do criminals target?


• With no middle man - who do legislators target?

• Technically, the encryption actually uses a 
random symmetric key as that is better and 
faster, and uses public key encryption to 
encrypt the symmetric key. There are a 
choice of algorithms. This makes it easy to 
send emails to multiple people at once, each 
encrypted for them without duplicating the 
whole message.



Meta data
• When you send a communication to someone, usually, 

there is a lot of data that is visible about that 
communication.


• That is called “meta data”, i.e. data about the 
communication, and that exists even if the “content” is 
encrypted.


• This is very useful to law enforcement!


• Obviously there are ways to communicate without this - 
graffiti on to a wall somewhere? Even tweeting publicly 
will make “recipient” hard to identify.


• But usually sender and recipient identities (email 
addresses), and importantly the subject line, are visible 
in encrypted emails.





Secure web sites
• https means a web site uses encryption. It is “end to end” where one 

“end” is your browser and the other “end” is the web site server.


• There is meta data, including DNS requests and IP addresses. What 
cannot be “seen” is the content and page addresses and form posts.


• Site operators have to get a certificate. For the green padlock they have 
to pay money and prove who they are to a third party. But free 
certificates exist and make it simple - an apache server needs one 
command to use Let’s encrypt and become secure.


• The trust is by “certificate authorities” and you have to trust the site as 
they are still one “end” of this and have all off the data.


• The actual process involves a complex “handshake” agreeing encryption 
to use and sending signed public keys before the encrypted data, but 
that is all behind the scenes.



Arms race
• Encryption may simply be the technical means to 

keep secrets, but it is an ongoing process.


• Criminals are always trying to access personal data 
and use it against us. Computers get more powerful. 
People seem to get more gullible! This makes it 
something of an “arms race” against these criminals 
wanting to hack our personal data.


• It is increasingly important to ensure things get 
updated, especially in the world of IoT (smart light 
bulbs and the like!).


• One issue is that, from a technical point of view, the 
government wanting intercept of data is on the same 
side of this arms race as the criminals wanting 
intercept of personal data. They may not be morally, 
or legally, but they are from a technical point of view.



We need encryption
• Essential to on-line life


• No secure banking, or on-line 
commerce, without it.


• Keeps us safe technically - reduces 
ways criminals can attack us on-
line


• Essential to business


• Using secure communications, 
encrypted storage, or just for 
meeting DPA / GDPR requirements.



There are always challenges
• You cannot ban or control encryption - it is basically just maths! 

Really, you can encrypt with just pen, paper and dice. See the 
video!


• Controlling the “middle men” only works when there are middle 
men! But controlling apps? Hacking end devices?


• Controlling then “ends” (people) by laws only works if they are 
law abiding citizens and in UK - consider https to site not in UK?


• The technical challenges, of the arms race, are always going to 
be on the wrong side to law enforcement.


• Ensuring legislators understand how encryption works - not the 
maths, but the basic principles, is important to get workable 
laws.



Encryption and the law



Is encryption a 
fundamental right?









Both are qualified rights





Both are qualified rights

But the qualifications only kick 

in if there is an interference 

So is there an interference?





Thoughts?

Encryption not mentioned — 

so it would have to be implied? 

Could the rights be afforded 

without protecting encryption?



Thoughts?

Freedom to impart and receive 

information and ideas — does 

not say what info / ideas? 

So is it *all* info / ideas?



Thoughts?

Is any restriction on use of 

cryptography an interference, 

requiring justification?



Thoughts?

Or is it going too far to read 

these are giving a “right to 

encrypt”?



Data protection

Emphasis on encryption



Seventh data protection 
principle



ICO guidance



General Data Protection 
Regulation



Personal data breach 
reporting to users



Cybersecurity



s105A Communications Act 
2003



ENISA Guideline on 
Technical Security



Digital signatures, 
electronic ID, and trust



eIDAS regulation



Surveillance law



Regulation of Investigatory 
Powers Act 2000

Part 3



ss49 - 56

Notice-based regime 

Necessity and proportionality 

Compulsion to decrypt 

In some cases, to provide key





“disclosure requirement”



s50(3)



Criminal offence not to 
comply



“But I’ve forgotten it / lost it 
/ dog has eaten it”



“But I’ve forgotten it / lost 
it / dog has eaten it”

If prosecution can prove you 

had the key 

You need to show you did not 

have it at the relevant time



Not quite a reversal of the 
burden of proof

You: “adduce sufficient evidence 

of fact … to raise an issue” 

Prosecution: prove the contrary 

“beyond reasonable doubt”



Investigatory Powers Act 
2016

This gets a bit complicated



Warranted interception

s15(1)(a): targeted interception 

Warrant authorises LEA/SIA 

activity



Telecoms operator duty to 
assist

s43 

Statutory duty 

Not required to do anything 

not “reasonably practicable”



How to make more 
“reasonably practicable”?

Make sure the TO can do it 

Issue them with a TCN



Technical Capability 
Notice

s253 

Framework for ensuring TOs 

can assist with warrants / 

notices / authorisations



s253(1)(a)

“securing that the operator has the 

capability to provide any 

assistance which the operator may 

be required to provide in relation 

to any relevant authorisation”



Left to Regulations

s253(5): non-exhaustive list of 

what can be put into regs 

But, as non-exhaustive, other 

things can be covered too



s253(5)(c)

“obligations relating to the 

removal by a relevant operator 

of electronic protection applied 

by or on behalf of that operator 

to any communications or data”



The Investigatory Powers (Technical 
Capability) Regulations 2017

Currently in draft 

Contains language mirroring 

s253(5)(c)



TOs can be ordered to 
maintain capability

Including ability to strip off 

encryption applied by them or 

on their behalf 

Potentially room for argument 

over whether that’s the case



For example…

Is “end to end” encryption in 

WhatsApp applied by, on 

behalf of, WhatsApp? 

(I think it is, but you might not)



But if it isn’t?

Can TOs be compelled to strip 

third party encryption? 

Technically rather tricky



Doesn’t seem to be 
covered by the draft Regs

At least, it would require an 

expansive reading of them 

(IMHO)



What about compelling a 
TO to design their service…

… in such a way that it does not 

make use of encryption not 

applied by, or on behalf of, the 

TO?



So not a duty to strip third 
party encryption

But to avoid it being there in 

the first place



Again, not clear on my 
reading of the Regs

Arguably, the Regs should be 

interpreted narrowly 

If not clear, would it be “in 

accordance with the law”?



However…

s252: National security notices



If a TCN cannot be used, 
perhaps an NSN can

s252(3)(b)



s252(3)(b): An NSN may … 

“require the operator to whom it is 

given … to provide services or 

facilities for the purpose of assisting 

an intelligence service to carry out 

its functions more securely or more 

effectively.”



What if the function also 
assists LEAs?

Fine, if the purpose is to assist 

SIAs? 

Or must it relate only to SIAs? 

Fun and games



Outcome?

Seems possible to compel a 

TO to either redesign its 

service, or strip third party 

encryption, or both.



ePrivacy reform

ePrivacy directive: 2002/58/EC 

Move to a new regulation 

LIBE committee proposal







If it becomes law

A regulatory imperative for e2e 

Will national govs want that? 

Not guaranteed to become law



The “WhatsApp debate”



Often misconstrued



https://www.newscientist.com/article/2133644-theresa-mays-repeated-calls-to-ban-encryption-still-wont-
work/



http://www.mirror.co.uk/tech/leaked-documents-reveal-uk-government-10363472



https://news.sky.com/story/wiki-boss-encryption-ban-like-banning-maths-10343807



https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg23431194-100-you-cant-legislate-against-mathematics/



Why?

Reshape to straw man, then 

fight the straw man? 

Makes for better headlines? 

Misunderstandings?



What it is actually about

Should a massively popular 

messaging app use end-to-

end encryption, which it cannot 

remove, by default?



Not a ban on crypto

And would not stop anyone 

using their own crypto “over 

the top” 

e.g. GPG/PGP



Calculating risk

Is e2e necessary? Or would 

some other crypto suffice? 

What if it did not happen? 

Informational disparity



What do you think?



Impact on providers

Distorts playing field — slows 

down innovation / time to 

market 

Will people just go elsewhere?
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Any questions?
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